BUILD ON YOUR DREAMS

TRANSACTION PROCESS EXPLAINED

Structuring a safe transaction process is the first step for
investors in establishing a secure ownership structure.
Preservation of investor capital is of paramount importance
to us as a developer and broker.

Due Diligence
It starts with thorough background checks on the freehold
land title. Most reputable lawyers out of Bali and Jakarta
can do the standard paperwork checks for raw land in South
Lombok at the Central Lombok BPN and Forestry
departments to ensure there are no encumbrances or liens.
But it requires an experienced local team on the ground
to conduct the equally important local community checks
(ADAT) and reconcile physical property size/shape against
that stated on the certificate which is often wrong. Unlike
urban areas, emerging rural areas such as South Lombok
are having titles created for them for the very first time.

The title risk this presents is significant, given all the local
hand shakes and verbal agreements of the recent past
which are unrecorded / unknown by government
departments.
We meet previous owners to ensure no monies are still
owed. We meet with neighbors to check boundaries are
where they are supposed to be. We even get the village chief
to sign a declaration letter thereby relegating any future claims
or issues his responsibility, with that responsibility transferred
to his successor.
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Paperwork

Progress Payments

Although by law local Notaries are required to witness
property transaction paperwork, we have trusted
international law firms draft them. This helps ensures
the documents are complete, accurate and up to date with
current laws.

Small incremental payment means the investor can identify
small problems in the build process before they
become big problems. The same applies with the
developer in managing the contractor(s) which in Lombok
need managing on a daily basis.
In an environment where enforcing legal contracts is slow
and problematic, it is not practical to rely on the legal
contracts with builders as a safety measure. The court
system is slow and if there’s any ambiguity with the
dispute will always side with the Indonesian party. We’ve
seen developers in Lombok fail to execute with a typical
western style approach of fixed priced contracts.
Prevention is always better than cure, and with
construction every delay has a knock on effect on budgets as
well as timeframes.

Indonesia like most emerging markets has a legal
framework which is still evolving. Hence its important the
documents are kept up to date and any grey or ambiguous
areas are clarified. Always erring on the side of caution and
working within the law to find practical solutions around the
freehold problem.
Lastly although by law, all documents must be written
in Indonesian, we translate all to English for review at least 1
week prior to signing. That way clients can review
and raise questions before transferring funds or flying
down to sign anything.

Deposits

The Payment Schedule is tied to targets within the Work
Sched-ule, and monthly Construction Reports are provided
to keep everyone updated every step of the way.

For the land, deposits are always held in escrow, either by the
law firm or Notary handling the transaction. They are
only ever released to the seller if something of equal value is
given in return, which is normally a certificate or lease.
Hence they are always preceded by a legally binding
purchase agreement which needs to be signed in Lombok in
front of a local Notary. This agreement outlines all the
terms and conditions of the transaction.
For infrastructure and villa, deposits are also held in
escrow until the first construction target in the Work
Schedule is achieved by the developer. Paying in arrears
gives investors the opportunity to inspect works before
monies are released.
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Important Clauses

Settlement

Within the Development Agreement are a series of
clauses
intended
to
protect
the
investor.
They are available upon request and included as the
Appendices but here is a brief summary of the important
ones and their intended purpose.

Unlike the purchase of a ready built villa, settlement for an off
plan villa such as Visi-Jabon is a minor event.

Variation Report – this applies if there is any material
change to the design that occurs during the construction
phase. Its impera-tive once agreed, we stick to the plan.
However, some things cannot be predicted such as
availability of materials or significant price changes in
materials for example. Such changes are submit-ted and
need to be approved by investors prior to implementa-tion
with the revised plans redistributed.

The developer will submit a Notice of Practical Completion
on the date it considers the villa finished. The investor will
have up to 3 months to sign off or submit a Defect Report,
before making the final Retention Fee payment.
At this time the first annual Estate Management Fee will be
due and the investor should sign all the ownership
documents.

Delay Notices – this is a formal notification if the work
schedule is delayed and the developer wont meet the
next construction target. Unseasonal weather is a
common cause in tropical locations like South Lombok,
as is unforeseen community issues, problems with material
quality or delivery, sickness in key person-nel or contractor
changes.
Sunset Clauses with off plan developments, such as VisiJabon this refers to delays in securing the minimum number
of sales in order to fund construction of the whole estate
including infrastructure and setup of services. Deposit are
held in escrow until this minimum target is secured,
otherwise investors have the choice of being refunded their
monies in full or waiting, normally with some form of
compensation.
Overdue Notices – this is with relation to investor
payments which are delayed, despite all construction
targets being met by the developer. Delays in payments by
some investors will adverse-ly affect the work schedule and
hence other investors so its important everyone
understands the penalties and legal recourse the developer
can take if forced to.
Default Clauses – when overdue payments risk hindering
the overall development, an investor is considered in default.
Like the overdue notices, its for the benefit of all investors to
have these clearly communicated from the outset.
Construction is fluid and a delay in one area will create delays
in others, which will increase costs and timeframes.
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